
Empower teams to
master their time

Microsoft Workplace Analytics teamwork solution



Build stronger teams with data

Collaboration habits can make or break teamwork. 
When people run effective meetings, create time 
for focused work, and honor work/life boundaries, 
teams thrive.

These patterns are rare in practice because people 
lack awareness of how they use their team's time. 
Data makes collaboration habits visible and cre-
ates a common language for change.

Workplace Analytics teamwork solution uses data 
from everyday work in Office 365 to help teams 
master their time.
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CHAPTER 01

Three ways to help
teams master their time



Collaborate more efficiently

Over the past two decades, collaboration in the
workplace has grown by 50 percent, and many 
employees spend over 80 percent of their time in 
meetings, on the phone, or writing emails.1 Much 
of this time doesn't add to the bottom line. In a 
recent study, knowledge workers said that nearly 
half of their meetings are unproductive.2 

Building better habits, like writing concise emails 
and scheduling short meetings, can save teams 
several hours per person per week.

44% of meeting time is
seen as unproductive�

1 2 3

44%



Free up time for innovative work

High-quality work takes focus, but it’s hard to accom-
plish when urgent requests and back-to-back meet-
ings are the norms. Only 32 percent of knowledge 
workers set aside time daily for deep, focused work.

The most effective teams create and protect time for 
members to focus on their most challenging work.

32% of knowledge 
workers make time daily 

for focused work�

32%
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39% of knowledge workers 
report that work disrupts
personal or family time at

least once per week�

Reduce distractions

Disruptive collaboration habits, like sending urgent 
after-hours requests, can contribute to stress and 
burnout. Nearly 40 percent of knowledge workers 
report they experience work-related disruptions to 
personal or family time at least once a week,2 and 
managers often contribute to the problem.3

Teams can help each other thrive in and out of the 
office by limiting unnecessary after-hours messag-
es and clarifying urgency on last-minute requests.

39%

1 2 3



CHAPTER 02

Three steps to drive 
change with data



Step 1: Discover opportunities

Use insights pulled from everyday work in Office 
365, like emails and meetings, to discover oppor-
tunities for improvement in collaboration habits. 
Combine these insights with HR survey data to 
determine which habits impact important metrics 
like employee engagement and innovation scores.

DISCOVER CHANGE MEASURE



Step 2: Help teams change
Enroll teams in personalized change programs 
that help them build better habits, like bringing 
agendas to meetings and limiting non-urgent 
after-hours emails. Participants receive personal-
ized, AI-powered productivity insights that 
nudge them to make better decisions as they 
get work done.

DISCOVER CHANGE MEASURE



Step 3: Measure and improve

Bring rigor to your programs by measuring col-
laboration patterns, like time spent in meetings 
or working after hours, as they change over time. 
Iterate and improve as you see which team 
habits succeed or fail.

DISCOVER CHANGE MEASURE



CHAPTER 03

How to get started



Reach out to your Microsoft account 
representative to learn more.

CONTACT US

LEARN MORE ABOUT WORKPLACE ANALYTICS
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